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powerful, customizable, standalone software
application providing a range of
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media file tree and visually organized tools
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mix multiple video files into a single file and
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apply one of many video effects to the
resulting video. Sony Sound Forge starts up

in seconds, and provides tools for formatting,
arranging, and editing audio and video files.

It also allows you to edit metadata, add
special effects, and to create and open file

formats. Rich in features, Sony Sound Forge
seamlessly integrates into the Adobe Creative

Suite and Sony Media Suite software
platforms to provide a comprehensive

multimedia production environment. You can
convert video formats such as DivX,

Windows Media Video (WMV), the latest
MPEG-4 format, QuickTime, and many
others. With support for the MPEG-4 Set

Video codec format, videos can be encoded
using the best compression for long-term
storage, or decompressed and encoded

efficiently for streaming. . Sony sound forge
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